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Abstract

The Research and Development (R&D) Plan for the Accelerator Transmutation of Waste
(ATW) Program has been developed for the Department of Energy, Office of Nuclear
Energy (DOE/NE) to serve as a focus and progressional guide in developing critical
transmutation technologies. It is intended that the Plan will serve as a logical reference
considering all elements of an integrated accelerator-driven transmutation system, and
will maximize the use of resources by identifying and prioritizing research, design,
development and trade activities.

The R&D Plan provides a structured framework for identifying and prioritizing
activities leading to technically-justifiable integrated Proof of Performance testing
within ten years and ultimate demonstration of Accelerator Transmutation of Waste
(ATW). The Plan builds from the decision objectives specified for ATW, utilizes
informational input from the ATW Roadmap and programmatic System Point Design
efforts, and employs the knowledge and expertise provided by professionals familiar
with ATW technologies. With the firm intent of understanding what, why and when
information is needed, including critical interfaces, the Plan then develops a
progressional strategy for developing ATW technologies with the use of a Technology
Readiness Level (TRL) scale.

The TRL approach is first used to develop a comprehensive, yet generic, listing of
experimental, analytical and trade study activities critical to developing ATW
technologies. Technology-specific and concept-specific aspects are then laid over the
generic mapping to gage readiness levels. Prioritization criteria for 1) reducing
technical uncertainty, 2) providing information to decision points, and 3) leveraging off
of international collaborations are then applied to focus analytical, experimental and
trade activities.

This process clearly identified R&D activities that will be critical in the near term to the
success of the ATW program, with a clear path for development in the longer term
leading to integrated Proof of Performance testing. A three-pronged R&D strategy
provides for 1) resolving critical performance objectives through integrated system
trades studies, 2) performing design assessments to resolve phenomenological and
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performance sensitivities, and 3) performing critical-path technology developments in
separations, fuels, LLFP targets, nuclear data and codes and materials.


